Toward a second wave of emergence for the states, peoples, and nations of the peripheries.
Socialism will be democratic or it will not exist at all. On condition of understanding the democratization of society as an unending process that cannot be reduced to the formula of electoral multiparty representative as the defnition of "real democracy." The dominant Western media propounds "democracy frst" for the countries of the South, which it understands as the immediate holding of multiparty elections; and many civil society organizations in the South have gone over to that proposition. Nevertheless, repeated experiments prove that this is merely a miserable farce which the imperialists and their local allies have no trouble manipulating to their own gain. In the centers, representative electoral democracy had always constituted the effective means for blocking any threats that labor struggles would become radicalized. Class struggles, which unfold on a basis of the extreme diversity of living conditions and segmentation within the laboring classes, articulated in these conditions to electoral settlement of political conficts, had always been effective means for blocking the radicalization of popular movements. Exlectoralism (which Lenin called parliamentary cretinism) reinforces the negative effects of the segmentation of classes within the people and deprives of all effectiveness any strategy for building their unity. Western public opinion, alas, envisages no alternative to this system of political management, to which even the Communists have now gone over. Nevertheless, with the establishment of generalized-monopoly capitalism the electoral farce becomes totally visible, effacing the former right/left contrast.
The movement toward socialism has the duty of opening new felds for the invention of more advanced ways to manage political democracy.
John Bellamy Foster has argued convincingly that socialism, as understood by Marx, is ecological by its very nature. I add that green capitalism is still an impossible utopia because respect for the requirements of a political environmentalism worthy of the name is incompatible with respect for the basic laws governing capitalist accumulation. Here also the movement toward socialism has the duty of opening new felds for the invention of procedures of economic management that integrate the long run, that link democratic socialization of social relationships to the requirements for reproduction of life-spaces on the planet, which, in its turn, is the condition for transmitting the heritage of these common properties from one generation to another.
In its answers to these questions, the movement toward socialism cannot restrict itself to expressing pious vows, to propounding a remake of the nineteenth century's utopian socialisms. To avoid that fate it must answer the following questions: (1) Today, what is our scientifc knowledge in the felds of anthropology and sociology that calls into question the "utopias" formulated in the past? (2) What is our new scientifc knowledge about reproduction conditions of life on the planet? (3) Can this knowledge be integrated into an open Marxist thought?
In this general framework, we must give full treatment to the emergence projects of the states and peoples of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. The frst wave of emergings, which extended successfully between 1950 and 1980, is exhausted. That page having been turned, the imperialist powers were able to retake the initiative and to impose the "diktat" (and not the supposed "consensus") of Washington. In its turn, this project of wildcat globalization is in implosion, offering to the peoples of the peripheries a chance to undertake a second wave of liberation and progress. What might be the goals of that second wave? There is a confrontation here among different political and cultural visions (reactionary, or illusory, or progressive) whose likelihoods will need to be studied.
To Exit From the Framework of Established Globalization
Within the framework of the established globalization model, there is no space available for the movement toward socialism to begin its deployment onto the feld of reality. So it has to write into its program both immediate and more distant strategic objectives that allow an exit from that framework. If not, there will be no exit from the model of "lumpen development" based on subcontracting and resource pillage, resulting in an indescribable pauperization of all the countries that accept their submission to the extension requirements of liberal globalization.
One often hears: "The problem is worldwide; its solution must be worldwide." The frst proposition is correct, but the second does not fow from it. A transformation of globalization from above, for example by international negotiations in a UN framework, has absolutely no chance of permitting even the least progress. The long series of UN international conferences, from which nothing (as was foreseeable) has ever emerged, is evidence of that. The global system has never been transformed from above, but always starting from below, i.e., from initial changes of the line of development that at frst became possible at local levels (or else national levels, in the framework of states/nations, which are the centers of crucial political struggles). Then conditions might eventually be formed to open possibilities for transformation of globalized relationships. Deconstruction must always be preliminary to the possibility of reconstructing differently. The example of Exurope in crisis is testimony to that. The Exuropean structures will never undergo transformation from above by Brussels. Only disobedience by some Exuropean state, and then by another one, would make it possible to envisage the reconstruction of "another Exurope."
The strategy of starting transformations by action at national levels can be summed up in the following sentence: one must refuse to adjust unilaterally to the requirements for extension of the established globalization, replace it by prioritizing getting to work on "sovereign projects," and force the global system to adjust to the requirements for the unfolding of these national projects.
But what then is meant by "sovereign projects"?
In certain conditions, getting to work on sovereign projects opens a space for advances of the movement toward socialism. Of course, the very notion of "sovereign project" is open to discussion. Given the degree of penetration of transnational investments in all domains and all countries we cannot avoid the question: What sort of sovereignty are you talking about?
The dynamics of contemporary capitalism are in many ways determined by the global confict over natural resources. The matter is a special question whose examination is not to be drowned in other general considerations. The United State's dependence for many of those resources and the growing demand from China are a challenge to South America, Africa, and the Middle Exast, which are particularly well endowed with resources and have been shaped by the history of their pillage. Can one develop, in these domains, national and regional policies that initiate rational and equitable planetary management, beneftting all the peoples? Can one develop, written into that perspective, new relationships between China and the countries of the South at issue? Will they link China's access to those resources to support for the industrialization of the countries involved (something the supposed "donors" of the OExCD refuse to do)?
The framework for the unfolding of an effective sovereign project is not limited to the feld of international action. An independent national policy remains fragile and vulnerable so long as it does not enjoy real national and popular support, which requires that it be based on economic and social policies enabling the popular classes to beneft from "development." Social stability, which is the condition for success of a sovereign project confronted by the destabilization policies of the imperialists, is at that price. We therefore have to examine the nature of the relationships among different established or possible sovereign projects and the bases of the power systems: national, democratic, and popular project, or (illusory?) project for national capitalism?
We can then, in this framework, draw up the "balance sheet" of the "sovereign projects" currently being put into effect by the "emerging" countries.
(1) China is the only country truly engaged on the path of a sovereign project, and is the only one for which this is the case. This is a coherent project: it articulates the planned establishment of a self-centered (although simultaneously and aggressively open toward exporting) modern and complete industrial system to a mode of agricultural development based on the modernization of small farms not owned by the farmers-thus guaranteeing access to the land for everyone. But what is the nature of the objective of sovereignty being pursued? Is it a matter of national bourgeois sovereignty (whose success, in my opinion, remains based on illusions), or of national/popular sovereignty? Is it a matter of a state capitalism based on the illusion of the governing role of a new national bourgeoisie (part of which is made up of a state bourgeoisie)? Or of a state capitalism with a social dimension, evolving toward a possible "state socialism" that would itself be a stage on the long road to socialism? The answer to that question has not yet been given by the facts. Here I refer the reader to my argument about the future alternatives on offer to contemporary China.5 (2) Russia has returned to the international political stage, posing itself as the adversary of Washington. For all that, is it engaged on the path of a sovereign project? Yes, perhaps, in the intentions of the power-holders to rebuild a state capitalism independent of the diktats of the globalized monopolies? But the economic management of the country remains liberal, controlled by the oligarchy of private monopolies established by Yeltsin on the Western model. This policy, then, remains without any social dimension that would enable it to rally its people behind it.
(3) Exlements of a sovereign policy exist in India, notably state-supported industrial policies of private national industrial monopolies. But nothing more than that: its general economic policies remain liberal, tragically speeding up the pauperization of the majority of peasants.
(4) In the same fashion elements of a sovereign policy exist in Brazil, carried out by big private Brazilian fnancial and industrial capital and big capitalist agricultural estates. But here as in India the general economic policies remain liberal, bringing no solution to the problems of poverty in a country that has become 90 percent urbanized-except that poverty has been lessened through redistributive public welfare measures. In Brazil, as in India, the power-holders' reluctance to go further favors the ambiguous behavior of big capital, tempted to seek compromises with international capital. The fabulous natural riches of Brazil, and their exploitation under deplorable conditions (destruction of the Amazonian rainforest), further strengthen their efforts to insert the country in the established globalization system. 
Where to start?
With regard to the sovereign projects which the movement toward socialism ought to promote, I propose to start by identifying the priorities of action on the economic level and on the political level.
In regard to the economic level:
I suggest identifying the initial priorities with an exit from fnancial globalization. But take note: this involves only the fnancial aspect of globalization, not globalization in all its dimensions, notably the commercial ones.
We start from the hypothesis that we are dealing with the weak link of the established globalized neoliberal system. With this in mind we will examine:
• the question of the dollar as universal money, of its future, taking into account the United States' increasing foreign indebtedness;
• questions in relation to the prospective adoption of the principle of "total convertibility" of the yuan, the ruble, and the rupee;6
• the question of "exit from convertibility" of certain emerging-country currencies (Brazil, South Africa);
• the measures that might be taken in regard to management of their national currencies by the fragile countries (especially the African ones).
Some initiatives, whose scope, however, remains modest, have been taken towards a deconstruction of the integrated globalized fnancial system. We here mention the establishment of the Shanghai Conference, the agreements between China and ASExAN, ALBA, the Bank of the South, the "Sucre" project, and the BRICS Bank.
In regard to the political level:
I will suggest prioritizing the implementation of strategies capable of holding in check the geopolitics and geostrategics developed by the United States and its subaltern allies within the triad.
Our starting point is the following: the capitalist monopolies of the historic imperialist (United States, Exurope, Japan) powers' pursuit of worldwide dominion is threatened by growing conficts between: (1) on the one hand the goals of the triad (to maintain its dominion); and (2) But it appears that, while the violence of imperialist powers' interventions remains in fact on the agenda, these powers fnd it ever harder to respond to the requirements for the coherent strategy that is the condition for possible success. Is the United States at bay? Is its decline a passing one, or is it defnitive? Washington's responses, though made in a day-to-day fashion, remain no less dangerously criminal.
In confrontation with these major challenges, what strategies of international political (or even military) alliance might force a withdrawal on the U.S. project of military control over the whole planet? The importance of possible advances on this terrain is obvious. It is not by chance that the BRICS, and behind them many countries of the South-some having to various degrees entered on the path of sovereign projects, others still mired in the ruts of lumpen development-still express refusal to support the U.S. military adventures and dare to take initiatives contradicting Washington (like the use of the veto by Russia and China)? It is necessary to go further in these directions, in a broader and more systematic fashion. 
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